A central goal of evolutionary genetics is an understanding of the forces responsible for the observed variation, both within and between species. Theoretical and empirical work have demonstrated that genetic recombination contributes to this variation by breaking down linkage between nucleotide sites, thus allowing them to behave independently and for selective forces to act efficiently on them. The Drosophila fourth chromosome, which is believed to experience no-or very low-rates of recombination has been an important model for investigating these effects. Despite previous efforts, central questions regarding the extent of recombination and the predominant modes of selection acting on it remain open. In order to more comprehensively test hypotheses regarding recombination and its potential influence on selection along the fourth chromosome, we have resequenced regions from most of its genes from Drosophila melanogaster, D. simulans, and D. yakuba. These data, along with available outgroup sequence, demonstrate that recombination is low but significantly greater than zero for the three species. Despite there being recombination, there is strong evidence that its frequency is low enough to have rendered selection relatively inefficient. The signatures of relaxed constraint can be detected at both the level of polymorphism and divergence.
Introduction
The comparison of genomes or genomic regions that vary in the amounts of genetic recombination that they experience has led to powerful empirical tests of several theoretical population genetic models of selection (Kliman and Hey 1993; Betancourt and Presgraves 2002; Smith and EyreWalker 2002; Presgraves 2005; Andolfatto 2007; Begun et al. 2007; Haddrill et al. 2007; Shapiro et al. 2007; Betancourt et al. 2009; Sella et al. 2009 ). The importance of testing these models stems from the insights gained into the selective forces that govern standing variation and molecular evolution, and also from furthering our understanding of the evolutionary effects of sex, and the extent to which recombination influences the efficiency of natural selection (Felsenstein 1974; Kondrashov 1988; Rice and Chippindale 2001; Bachtrog 2003; Paland and Lynch 2006; Kaiser and Charlesworth 2008) .
One particularly intriguing model for the effects of recombination has been the Drosophila fourth chromosome (we will refer to it as the "fourth," but it is also known as the "dot" or the Muller F element; Berry et al. 1991; Jensen et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2002 Wang et al. , 2004 Haddrill et al. 2007; Betancourt et al. 2009 ). The fourth possesses unique biological features that set it apart from the other Drosophila autosomes in several ways (reviewed by Riddle and Elgin 2006) . Briefly, it is usually the smallest autosome (∼5 Mb), with only a ∼1 Mb euchromatic-like region of the right arm containing ∼80 genes. Several studies have shown that the fourth may share ancestry with the X chromosome, and like the latter confers surprisingly little viability or fertility effects when segregating in more than two copies and is also associated with a chromosome-specific protein complex ("Painting of the fourth"; Larsson et al. 2001 Larsson et al. , 2004 . In addition, the X and fourth have been known to interact during meiosis (Mohr 1932; Sturtevant 1934 Sturtevant , 1936 Sandler and Novitski 1955; Franke and Baker 1999; Ashburner et al. 2005; Gilliland et al. 2009 ). Despite its small size and ability to segregate with considerable variability, the fourth possesses a gene density similar to the other autosomes. The regulation of these genes is an active area of research, as replication and biochemical studies have shown that the coding region of the fourth has DNA properties that are both heterochromatic and euchromatic (Hochman 1976; Wallrath and Elgin 1995; Sun et al. 2000) . This heterochromatic characterization has also historically been supported by a putative lack of recombination.
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Early investigations using physical markers were unable to identify recombination events despite the inspection of tens of thousands of normal crosses. The only exceptions were lines subjected to mutagenic lab techniques such as heat shock and X-rays (Patterson and Muller 1930; Bridges 1935; Hochman 1976; Ashburner et al. 2005) . Due to the putative lack of recombination, the expectation was that selection driving an allele to fixation or extinction would also drive all linked polymorphism across the chromosome with it, thus leading to an extreme overall reduction in nucleotide diversity for the fourth. Two theoretical models are capable of explaining this expectation. The first is a hitchhiking model in which mutations that are linked to a positively selected site are carried to fixation along with it (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974; Kaplan et al. 1989; Hudson 1990 ). The second model is background selection in which mutations linked to a deleterious site are purged from the population along with it (Charlesworth et al. 1993 (Charlesworth et al. , 1995 . The extent of the effects of these two models depends on the population recombination rate ρ = 4N e r (where N e is the effective population size and r is the per base per generation crossing over rate), the selection coefficient, s, and the rate of mutation to a beneficial or deleterious allele. The result of these linkage effects can be thought of as a local reduction in N e , and thus, a decrease in the ability for selection to act efficiently, which can be estimated by N e s (Gordo and Charlesworth 2001) .
The first population genetic support that the fourth was nonrecombining, and also that hitchhiking was driving the lack of variation, came from several early population surveys which identified no, or very little, variation within the Drosophila melanogaster subgroup (Berry et al. 1991; Hilton et al. 1994) . Since these early surveys, additional polymorphism data have resulted not only in the increased likelihood that recombination has played a historical role along the fourth but also in mixed results regarding the modes of selection driving the low levels of variation (Jensen et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2002 Wang et al. , 2004 . Using the largest fourth chromosome population data sets available from D. melanogaster and D. simulans, Wang et al. (2002 Wang et al. ( , 2004 observed heterogeneity in diversity levels that were consistent with recombination and estimated ρ to be 0.00016 and 0.01185 for D. melanogaster and D. simulans, respectively. Although lower than previous estimates from other chromosomes, these values were surprisingly high for the fourth. In addition, a ∼200 kb dimorphic haplotype was found near the center of D. melanogaster 's chromosome, with the suggestion that it may be the target of balancing selection (Wang et al. 2002) . Such a haplotype has not been observed outside D. melanogaster.
Although these latter studies cast serious doubts on claims that the fourth has been free of recombination, they were limited by the few number of loci sequenced as well as the lack of extensive outgroup sequence needed to test hypotheses regarding modes of selection. Here, we present expanded fourth chromosome population data sets for three closely related species of the D. melanogaster subgroup: D. melanogaster, D. simulans, and D. yakuba. The sister species, D. melanogaster and D. simulans, are human commensals and are found worldwide. They are estimated to have shared a common ancestor ∼2-3 million years ago (Ma). D. yakuba is limited to the African continent and is estimated to have shared a common ancestor with D. melanogaster and D. simulans ∼10 Ma (Kliman et al. 2000; Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium 2007) . We have carried out detailed analyses of recombination and have couched the data within previously published data sets, which have so far excluded the fourth, in order to test selection hypotheses for it. Our main conclusion is that recombination, while low, is a nonnegligible factor. However, despite the presence of recombination, the severity of its reduction has rendered selection relatively inefficient for all three species. Evidence for this is presented at both the polymorphism and the divergence levels. . DNA alignments were generated using clustalW2 (Larkin et al. 2007 ) and RevTrans 1.4 (Wernersson and Pedersen 2003) . All were manually inspected. Due to the number of loci targeted and difficulties in sequencing loci from the repeat-rich fourth chromosome, we were not able to resequence all putative single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in order to eliminate the possibility of sequencing errors. For this reason, we have removed singletons from some (but not all) analyses.
Materials and Methods

Sequence Data
To assign chromosome position, the sequenced regions were BLATed against the sequenced genomes using the UCSC BLAT server (http://genome.brc.mcw.edu/cgibin/hgBlat?command=start). All regions were easily assigned with exception of 11 D. simulans loci (ci, pan, Crk, CaMKI, bip2, mav, bt, unc, CG1748, CG9935, and CG1970) . These regions were found to either not have hits or be out of order relative to both D. melanogaster and D. yakuba. Because no previous rearrangements have been reported in this species other than the inversion of the whole arm in D. melanogaster, which would not disrupt internal synteny, we placed these regions in their syntenic region relative to the two other species, exactly between the upstream and the downstream genes. To assign the sequence regions as either coding or noncoding, as well as each base as either silent or replacement, we used all reported D. melanogaster isoforms for these loci that were available in FlyBase's data set (http://www.flybase.org/, the FB2008 07 CDS data set was downloaded for the fourth chromosome).
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Additional genome information and sequence data were obtained from D. simulan s' Release 1.0 and D. yakuba 's Release 2.0.
Population-Level Tests and Summary Statistics
To investigate the patterns of polymorphism that exist along the fourth chromosome and to test for skews in the nucleotide site frequency spectra for these three species, we estimated several summary statistics for our sequence and haplotype data. For these analyses, we have conservatively excluded indels. The diversity estimates, θ π (Nei and Li 1979) and θ w (Watterson 1975) , were calculated using the "compute" program in the libsequence library (Thornton 2003) . These estimates were made for the full loci (without regard to coding and noncoding regions) and for the loci partitioned into coding and noncoding regions. In addition, we estimated θ π and θ w for silent and replacement sites (θ π sil , θ π rep , θ w sil , and θ wrep , respectively) within our coding regions using the "polydN /dS " program in the libsequence library (Thornton 2003) . We compared D. melanogaster 's fourth chromosome replacement over silent polymorphism with 225 loci from chromosome 3 which were available from the previous published data set of Shapiro et al. (2007) . The same comparison was made between D. simulans 's fourth and the rest of its genome using 11,445 genes from data set of Begun et al. (2007; their supplementary (Thornton 2003) . To test the null hypothesis that there is no variation in nucleotide diversity across the regions we sequenced, we calculated a goodnessof-fit statistic introduced by Kreitman and Hudson (1991) , which is based on the observed and expected number of segregating sites within each of the sequenced regions. We partitioned D. melanogaster 's haplotype data into the two dimorphic groups using Structurama (Huelsenbeck and Andolfatto 2007) . For the purpose of illustrating the dimorphism in supplementary figure 10 (see Supplementary Material online), we set the number of populations equal to 2 (model numpops = 2, mcmc ngen = 100,000, samplefreq = 100). Structurama was also used to investigate the possibility of association between haplotypes and sample locale by carrying out analyses under the models and model settings found in supplementary table 16 (see Supplementary Material online). Tests of neutrality based on haplotype configurations were carried out with haploconfig (Innan et al. 2005 ) (http://rosenberglab.bioinformatics.med.umich.edu/ software.html).
Divergence
We measured the divergence of coding regions by estimating the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous sites over the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous sites (dN /dS ) between orthologous sequences within our data set. Two types of alignments were available in our data set: those with two species and those with three species. Alignments overlapping less than 207 bp long were excluded. In total, we had 26 coding regions aligned between two species and 27 coding regions aligned between three species. Estimates of dN /dS were made using codeml within the PAML 4 package (Yang 2007) . Pairwise estimates were generated for the two-species alignments (runmode = −2). For the threespecies alignments, branch-specific (runmode = 0) estimates were generated by inputting an unrooted species tree: D. melanogaster, D. simulans, and D. yakuba . Confidence intervals (CIs) were estimated using the standard error outputted by codeml (getSE = 1). To compare our divergence estimates with those from nonfourth chromosome regions, we included estimates for the same branches from Begun et al. (2007) (divergence data from their supporting data sets 1 and 6 were parsed for this purpose). Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) for the dN /dS values were carried out on the log-transformed data, but untransformed values were plotted in figure 4.
Combining Divergence and Polymorphism
Individual MK tests (Mcdonald and Kreitman 1991) were carried out on our coding regions using the program "MKtest" (Thornton 2003) (Welch 2006; Betancourt et al. 2009 ), on groups of loci all sharing the same outgroup species. For the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation (Welch 2006; Betancourt et al. 2009 ), all loci took a single α value, which was estimated from the data (−a 1) and allowed θ to vary between loci (−p 2). All CIs were generated from 10,000 bootstraps (−P −10,000). For the heuristic estimators of α (−a 999), CIs based on 10,000 bootstraps were automatically outputted. We have excluded estimates of α proposed by Smith and EyreWalker (2002) because this estimate is known to provide overestimates if applied to data with many loci, which have low synonymous polymorphism (Smith and Eyre-Walker 2002; Welch 2006) , which is true of our data set.
Codon Usage
We measured codon usage by estimating the effective number of codons (ENC; Wright 1990) using the codonw package (http://codonw.sourceforge.net/). To compare our fourth chromosome ENC data to those of normally recombining chromosomes, we parsed the ENC values previously estimated from ∼5,500 loci from chromosomes two and three from D. melanogaster 's, D. simulans 's, and D. yakuba 's genomes (Heger and Ponting 2007) . X chromosome loci were excluded because it has been shown that this chromosome possesses higher codon bias than the autosomes and lacks a positive correlation between recombination rate and codon usage bias ( 
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Recombination
We carried out several analyses to investigate the extent to which recombination has shaped the fourth chromosome. Calculations for simple two loci estimates of linkage disequilibrium (LD) (r 2 , Hill and Robertson 1966 and D' , Lewontin 1964) were carried out using the "genotype" function within R's genetics package version 1.3.2 and visualized with R's LDheatmap package version 0.2-6. Regression analyses of LD over distance were carried out using the lm function in R 2.9.0 (http://www.R-project.org). The permutation tests for the significance of the r 2 values were carried out by collecting the estimates for each of 10,000 site-permuted haplotypes. The minimum number of recombination events along the chromosome arm was estimated by the method of Hudson and Kaplan (R m ; Hudson and Kaplan 1985) and the method of Myers and Griffiths (R h ; Myers and Griffiths 2003), using the RecMin software (http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/˜myers/RecMin.html).
In addition to the above estimates, we calculated the population estimate of LD, ρ = 4N e r, where N e is the effective population size and r is the per generation, per base, rate of crossing over, and the relative rate of gene conversion, f = C /ρ, where C = 4N e c and c is the per generation per base conversion rate. These calculations were carried out using the composite likelihood approach (Hudson 2001 ) with the maxhap software (http://home.uchicago.edu/ rhudson1/source/maxhap.html). The points on the grids that we searched over for D. melanogaster and D. simulans were ρ =0-0.0001, incrementing by 0.000001 and f = 0-600, incrementing by 12. The values for D. yakuba were ρ =0-0.0001, incrementing by 0.000001 and f =0-1,500, incrementing by 30. Maxhap was also used for jackknife resampling, where we set the tract length equal to the value that produced the ML from above.
We also implemented a second method for the estimation of ρ and f , which is based on a rejection sampling scheme introduced by Padhukasahasram et al. (2004) , in C using the GNU Scientific Library (http:// www.gnu.org/software/gsl/). Because conversion is expected to affect LD only over short distances, this method is most sensitive to estimating conversion if the distance between the outer SNPs for the two patterns is kept short. The further apart these SNPs, the more the method becomes an estimate of crossing over (Padhukasahasram et al. 2004 (Padhukasahasram et al. , 2006 . We calculated the number of triplets and quadruplets and the frequencies of pattern a and pattern b (see Padhukasahasram et al. 2004 ) from all three species with the outer SNP distances equal to 5, 10, 12, 15, 25, and 50 kb. Because D. simulans is the only species that had nonzero values for these summary statistics at relatively close outer SNP distances (10 kb), we carried out this rejection method on D. simulans alone. Initially, we simulated data sets sparsely over a grid of ρ values from 0 to 70 and f values from 0 to 900. Based on these results, we then narrowed our grid to ρ = 4-50, incremented by 2, and f = 50-650, incrementing by 50. Seven thousand replicates were simulated for each point on the grid. We accept simulated data sets if the frequency of patterns a and b were within 20% of the empirical values (pattern a = 0.019-0.029, pattern b = 0.020-0.030).
To facilitate simulating the structure of the data set we have (small fragments spaced over a reasonably large chromosomal region), we used a modified version of ms (Hudson 2002 ), which we call msREG (Tomoyuki Kado, unpublished). Essentially, the modifications involve inputing the coordinates of the regions sequenced and then moving any recombination between those regions that arises over the genealogy to the border of the closest region end. It also ignores any conversion event that occurs between regions. This has the effect of maintaining the linkage generated in the simulation but saves computation time by ignoring "unobserved" events between regions.
Based on the low ρ values that we estimated for these three species, two additional questions arise: 1) Are these values significantly greater than 0; are the data compatible with no recombination? and 2) Could conversion alone account for our low values of ρ? To address the first question, we simulated data sets without gene conversion (C = 0) over a range of 4N e r values and asked at what values of ρ could we significantly reject ρ = 0. We simulated 10,000 data sets for each 4N e r value using msREG and estimated ρ using maxhap as described above. Because we excluded singletons for our recombination estimates (above), we also removed singletons from our simulated data. The removal of singletons, both in our empirical data and simulations, violates the standard neutral model that the composite likelihood method assumes (Hudson 2002 ); however, previous simulation studies have shown it to be robust to violations where SNP ascertainment shifts the SNP frequency spectrum toward intermediate frequency (Smith and Fearnhead 2005) . To address the second question, we simulated data sets with no crossing over (ρ = 0) over a range of values for C. The conversion tract was set to values compatible with those estimated from the true data (D. simulans = 400 bp, D. melanogaster = 300 bp, and D. yakuba = 300 bp). The grid varied with each species but was reasonably fine (∼61 points for ρ and ∼45 points for f ), and the upper limits were set so that only very rarely did the ML estimate involve them. We simulated 5,000 data sets for each 4N e r value (the computation time was considerably longer for these high C values than for the high r values) using msREG and removed singletons and estimated ρ using maxhap as described above. 
Results and Discussion
Sequencing Results
Recombination Has Played a Historical Role along the Fourth
One of the central aims of this analysis was to more thoroughly examine the role that recombination has had in shaping patterns of polymorphism along the fourth chromosome. In this study, we significantly expanded on the number of loci as well as added D. yakuba samples in order to provide additional tests of the previous claims that recombination occurs along the fourth at an appreciable frequency. We first examined the amount of LD present over the loci using two statistics, r 2 (Hill and Robertson 1966) and D' (Lewontin 1964 If recombination is present, LD should decrease with SNP distance, and a negative slope would be observed. All three species exhibited a negative slope over increasing SNP distance (D. melanogaster 's regression coefficient = −1.58 × 10 −7 , D. simulan 's regression coefficient = −1.61 × 10 −7 , and D. yakuba 's regression coefficient = −4.06×10 −8 ). To determine the significance of the slope, we permutated the sites and recalculated the regression. This should remove the effects of any true linkage over distance and provide a null distribution against which to compare our observed values. Comparisons of our true estimates to the empirical distributions suggested that the decay with distance is very significant for both D. melanogaster (P = 0) and D. simulans (P = 0) but marginally significant for D. yakuba 's (P = 0.071) ( fig. 1 ).
To calculate a lower bound on the number of recombination events that have occurred in the genealogy of our samples, we computed the statistics R m (Hudson and Kaplan 1985) and R h (Myers and Griffiths 2003 fig. 2, Supplementary Material online) .
Recombination events can be resolved either by crossing over (reciprocal) or by conversion (nonreciprocal) (Szostak et al. 1983) , and the relative usage of the two pathways can be estimated with polymorphism data. We estimated the population recombination parameters ρ (4N e r) and f, the ratio of conversion to crossing over (f = C /ρ, where C =4N e c and c is the per generation per base conversion rate), using two different methods. We first obtained estimates using the composite likelihood Figure 2 displays the pseudovalues from jackknife resampling and CIs surrounding the jackknife means for the two estimates. The ρ estimates have been scaled by the respective species' silent diversity (θ w sil ) to control for differing N e . As can be seen by the large CIs for D. yakuba 's estimates in figure 2b and c, and the spread of points in figure 2a , there are large variances associated with this species. This is not surprising as there are few SNPs for it. However, D. melanogaster and D. simulans both have tighter CIs, and although we remain cautious due to the small sample size, they imply that the rate of crossing over and conversion may be different between at least these two species, with D. simulans experiencing a higher ρ but lower f. This is also consistent with D. simulans having significantly higher nucleotide diversity. We also note that for each species, the CIs from the jackknife resampling do not include zero, lending support for recombination.
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To investigate the power that the composite likelihood method has in discriminating very low estimates of ρ from zero, we simulated coalescent events to match our data structure under both a pure recombination model (C = 0) and a pure conversion model (ρ = 0) (see Materials and Methods). We note that this approach is not completely satisfactory as these are coestimated variables, and it is currently an active area of research to independently estimate each. Nonetheless, we can still ask whether conversion alone could account for our ρ estimates, and at what values either ρ or C can produce 
ρ estimates significantly different than zero. The results of our pure recombination simulations suggest that the probability of observing ρ = 0 is significantly unlikely around the simulated ρ value of ∼0.000004/bp/generation (∼4 crossovers/chromosome/generation) for all species (supplementary fig. 4 , Supplementary Material online). This is three times lower than the smallest estimate that we observed from D. melanogaster of 0.000012/bp/generation (12 crossovers/chromosome/generation). Similarly, simulations under the pure conversion model only rarely produced ρ estimates approaching those that we obtained with the true data set when C is set unbelievably high (4N e c > 0.03) (supplementary fig. 5, Supplementary Material online) . These two simulation results lend additional support that our ρ estimates are significantly different than zero.
Due to the conversion bias for the fourth, we implemented a second approach to estimate f that used a rejection sampling scheme based on incompatibilities between triplet and quadruplet sets of SNPs (Padhukasahasram et al. 2004) . Because only the D. simulans data provide reasonably spaced SNPs for this method, we limited the approach to this species (supplementary table 6, Supplementary Material online). We simulated genealogies over a grid of ρ and f values and accepted data sets if the frequencies of matches to the triplet and the quadruplet patterns fell within 20% of our empirical values. The resulting posterior distribution had a maximum at f = 250, and ρ = 0.000019/bp (∼18/chromosome), though the distribution was fairly flat on a ridge with ρ = 10-18 and f > 200 (supplementary fig. 6 , Supplementary Material online). Because this method is tailored more for estimating conversion, it may not be surprising that its estimate of ρ is less than the composite likelihood estimate above; however, it suggests that f may be higher than 60.
In summary, our recombination analyses motivate a view of the fourth in which rare but appreciable recombination is shared by the three species, as is the predominance of conversion relative to crossing over (f > 1). Limited data within Drosophila for both the tract length and the relative rate of gene conversion to crossing over limit our ability to make a strong comparative statement regarding our estimates for the fourth. That said, estimates from multiple organisms (including Drosophila ) suggest that the fourth's tract lengths fall within the previously reported range (∼50-2 kb; Hilliker et al. 1994; Frisse et al. 2001; Jeffreys and May 2004; Yin et al. 2009 ). And compared with f estimates from the su(s) and su(w a ) loci from D. melanogaster 's X chromosome, which range from 7.1 to 48 (Gay et al. 2007; Yin et al. 2009 ), a somewhat higher ratio for the fourth might be suggested, even when excluding D. yakuba.
Polymorphism Data Provide Evidence that the Fourth Has Experienced Relaxed Purifying Selection
As we have shown, recombination is low but present along the fourth chromosome, and linkage is fairly strong but not complete across the loci we sampled. Because the linkage effects amount to a reduced N e , the extent of the effects can be measured by estimates of nucleotide diversity. Two estimates of nucleotide diversity were calculated, θ π (Nei and Li 1979) and θ w (Watterson 1975) . These estimates were made for three different data divisions: 1) for the unpartitioned loci (without regard to coding potential), 2) for the loci divided into coding and noncoding regions, and 3) for the silent and replacement sites of the coding regions. Overall, we observed low levels of diversity, with many sequenced regions having no segregating polymorphism (supplementary tables 7-9, Supplementary Material online). The mean diversity for D. melanogaster was θ w = 0.00062, θ π = 0.000614, for D. simulans θ w = 0.00114, θ π = 0.00092, and for D. yakuba θ w = 0.00065, θ π = 0.00049. Considering the unpartitioned loci "within" species, there was no evidence of heterogeneity in diversity levels between loci (D. Despite these low estimates, when comparing the unpartitioned loci "between" species, ANOVA showed a significant species effect on θ w , F (2,174) = 8.60, P = 0.0003, and on θ π , F (2,174) = 5.91, P = 0.0033; figure 3a. Posthoc Tukey's Honestly Significant Difference Tests for these two statistics showed that D. simulans 's values were significantly higher (adjusted P < 0.05 for all comparisons involving D. simulans ; supplementary table 13, Supplementary Material online). Because our population sampling for D. simulans was the most diverse of the three species (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online), it might be questioned whether these elevated estimates are representative of any one of the populations. However, these results are consistent with previous findings for the fourth (both local and worldwide samples) as well as the rest of the genome and likely reflects a larger N e (which could also be influenced by its potentially higher ρ; Akashi 1995; Wang et al. 2004) .
These average estimates of nucleotide diversity for D. melanogaster and D. simulans were lower than previous estimates from a smaller number of loci, where the mean θ π for D. melanogaster was 0.0021 and for D. simulans was 0.0024 (Wang et al. 2002 (Wang et al. , 2004 . Much of this difference can be accounted for by the larger number of loci for which no segregating sites were obtained in our current data set (supplementary tables 7-9, Supplementary Material online). However, in D. melanogaster , there are some striking differences between our current samples that were also sequenced in an earlier study, for example, unc-13 and toy, which were both found to be approximately five times higher than our current estimates. These differences likely result from the fact that the previous study came from a worldwide population instead of lines mostly derived from local North American ones (North Carolina) as we have here.
Comparison between coding and noncoding regions indicated that there is no significant difference for θ π or θ w between these partitions for any of the species and regardless of whether singletons were included or not (all Wilcoxon P > 0.1; fig. 3 ). This likely can be explained by the fact that most of our data are coming from the coding regions as well as the fact that the noncoding regions are either intronic or directly 5 or 3 of the genes where purifying selection for regulatory elements may exist. However, when the data are further broken down into the replacement and silent sites of the coding regions, there was significantly more variation at the silent sites for all three species, suggesting that purifying selection is operating more strongly on amino acid changing substitutions (all Wilcoxon tests for θ π and θ w s P < 0.005) ( fig. 3b -d ) . The comparisons of replacement diversity over silent diversity indicated that there are no statistically significant differences between species ( fig. 3e and Though these values are indicative of selective constraint, they are higher than the values from data sets containing loci from normally recombining chromosomes. For example, data from D. melanogaster 's chromosome 3 (Shapiro et al. 2007 ) provided a significantly lower mean for θ wrep /θ w sil (0.133, 95% bootstrapped CI = 0.092-0.173) and a marginally lower mean for θ πrep /θ π sil (0.119, 95% bootstrapped CI = 0.077-0.161). Comparisons with D. simulans ' genomic data (Begun et al. 2007 ) also indicate a significantly lower mean θ πrep /θ π sil for the X (0.113, 95% bootstrapped CI = 0.103-0.1233), chromosome 2 (0.087, 95% bootstrapped CI = 0.083-0.091), and chromosome 3 (0.090, 95% bootstrapped CI = 0.083-0.091). Genomic population data are not currently available for similar D. yakuba comparisons.
This elevation in θ rep /θ sil seen on the fourth is consistent with a reduction in the efficiency of selection resulting in an increased number of mildly deleterious mutations segregating. However, in principle-though unlikely given the results above-it is also possible that positive selection could be driving the excessive number of nonsynonymous polymorphism. If positive selection is responsible, and if the selective events were recent, we would expect to see this reflected in tests of the nucleotide site frequency spectrum and possibly with the use of divergence data (below). To test our population samples for departures from neutrality, we calculated Tajima's D (Tajima 1989 ), Fay and Wu's H (Fay and Wu 2000) , Fu and Li's F (Fu and Li 1993) , and Fu and Li's D (Fu and Li 1993) . No individual loci exhibited a significant skew for any of these statistics, regardless of whether singletons were excluded or included (supplementary tables 7-9; supplementary figs. 7-9, Supplementary Material online). We note that if singletons are included, and all regions are considered together, there is a significant excess of negative Tajima The observation that there is an excess of negative Tajima's D values for D. simulans and D. yakuba suggests an overall excess of low-frequency mutations. Though this might be interpreted as weak evidence for positive selection, it could also result from demographic factors, background selection, or a combination of these factors. Negative Tajima's D values have been reported for a number of Drosophila species, including those studied here (Kliman et al. 2000; Bachtrog and Andolfatto 2006) , and simulation studies have shown that background selection in areas of high linkage can likewise lead to negative Tajima's MBE D values (Kaiser and Charlesworth 2008) . Given the results from the previous analyses and those below, we argue that our summary statistics of the frequency spectrum do not provide support for positive selection to have acted recently at any of the individual loci and do not support a sweep model for the chromosome of these species as a whole.
The dimorphic haplotypes that were previously observed in D. melanogaster near the CG1793-toy loci (Wang et al. 2002) were also identified in this data set (supplementary fig. 10, Supplementary Material online) . The previous identification of these haplotypes was surprising not only because of the nonrecombining status of the chromosome but also because it was unclear how they have been maintained. Tests of neutrality based on the number of haplotypes present in the sample of Wang et al. (2002) suggested nonneutral forces such as balancing selection might be responsible, but there were no significant skews of the nucleotide site frequency spectrum supporting the existence of balancing selection in the recent past (Wang et al. 2002) . Interestingly, our data demonstrate that the haplotype extends well beyond the CG1793-toy region and appears to be present, though with decreasing strength, across most of the chromosome (supplementary fig. 10 , Supplementary Material online). However, unlike previous results (Wang et al. 2002) , when we examined the statistical properties of the haplotypes within subregions of our data set using the absolute frequency of the most common haplotype (M ; Depaulis and Veuille 1998), the total number of unique haplotypes (K ; Depaulis and Veuille 1998), and the haplotype diversity (H ; Hudson et al. 1994 ), we did not observe evidence for selection (all test P > 0.1; supplementary table 15, Supplementary Material online). It should be recognized, though, that the previous claims of balancing selection were restricted to a Israelian population where local selective or demographic forces could differ from our current sample (Wang et al. 2002) . Overall, it remains unclear why these haplotypes remain but because our samples all come from North American (and most from North Carolina), they are retained in close geographic proximity. Although evidence of admixture has not been reported for the rest of the D. melanogaster genome, it is possible that admixture combined with low levels of recombination may be responsible. Because admixture would produce a genome-wide effect, if such events have occurred and their signatures still exist off of the fourth, they should be readily detectable for these same lines using the whole genome data soon to be released for the Drosophila Genetic 
Divergence Data Provide Evidence that the Fourth Has Experienced Relaxed Purifying Selection
If the fourth has experienced a reduction in the efficiency of selection, as was suggested by our polymorphism data, we would expect there to be an accelerated rate of protein evolution due to the fixation of mildly deleterious substitutions between species when compared with loci from regions of higher recombination. On the other hand, if positive selection has operated, we might observe a significant excess of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site divided by the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dN /dS > 1). Divergence data, therefore, can provide another test of the relaxed constraint hypothesis.
In order to investigate the evolutionary dynamics across the coding portion of the fourth chromosome, we generated alignments for all overlapping coding regions we sequenced for which a reliable alignment could be made. To maximize the number of three-species alignments, we extracted the missing regions within our data set from the corresponding genome database (see Materials and Methods). In total, our data set comprises 46 three-species alignments, along with five pairwise alignments. From these alignments, we estimated branch-specific dN /dS values.
In general, we observed purifying selection (dN /dS < 1) along all branches of the topology for all three species ( fig. 4a, supplementary fig. 11 , Supplementary Material online). Focusing on the three-species alignments, as expected given the greater divergence, D. yakuba had significantly higher dN and dS values than either D. melanogaster or D. simulans ( fig. 4b and c) . However, the mean dN /dS was significantly less than 1 for all branches, and not significantly different from each other, with mean dN /dS equal to 0.213 for D. melanogaster, 0.257 for D. simulans, and 0.318 for D. yakuba (ANOVA F (2,130) = 0.490, P = 0.613) ( fig. 4a,  supplementary fig. 11 , Supplementary Material online). The mean dN /dS for the pairwise alignments was 0.16 (n = 5, supplementary table 17, Supplementary Material online). Though we observed four coding regions that had dN /dS values >1 (pho, CG1674, lgs, and Sox102F ), each had very high standard errors. In addition, for three of these loci for which we could carry out MK tests, none were significant (data not shown).
To ask if these divergence values were different than those found in regions of increased recombination, we compared them with divergence estimates from nonheterochromatic autosomal loci, X chromosome loci, and heterochromatic loci (see Methods and Materials). We observed highly significant heterogeneity in the divergences between genomic regions for all species ( fig. 4d -f , supplementary table 18, Supplementary Material online). The most striking differences came from comparisons of dN and dN /dS from loci on the fourth or within heterochromatic regions to those on the X or (nonheterochromatic) autosomal loci. A consistent trend for dS was not observed, however: For D. melanogaster and D. yakuba, dS for the fourth and heterochromatic loci were reduced when compared with most of the other regions, whereas in D. simulans , there was MBE FIG. 4. Box plots summarizing divergence comparisons. For all comparisons the ratio dN/dS is also broken down to display dN and dS alone. Top panels are between species comparisons of the fourth chromosome. Bottom panels are within species comparisons of the fourth chromosome (4th) to other regions of the genome experiencing a range in the amount of recombination (auto = nonheterochromatic autosomal loci, X = X chromosome loci, hetero = heterochromatic autosomal loci), as defined in Begun et al. (2007). only evidence for an elevated dS between the fourth and all other regions. Depressed dS values for D. yakuba 's and D. melanogaster 's fourth are similar to previous reports (Haddrill et al. 2007 ) and likely have to do with the specific estimator employed in PAML (Bierne and Eyre-Walker 2004; Haddrill et al. 2007) .
A related expectation of loci within regions of reduced recombination is that levels of codon bias should decrease (Akashi 1995) . This can result from the reduced efficiency of selection for preferred codon usage, and it has been shown that genomic heterogeneity in measures of codon bias is positively correlated with cross over rates. Not surprisingly (Powell and Moriyama 1997) , codon bias (using the ENC; Wright 1990) is significantly decreased within our fourth chromosome data set when compared with loci from chromosome 3 and 2 (D. melanogaster , Wilcoxon P = 3.3 × 10 −5 ; D. simulans , Wilcoxon P = 2.5×10 −6 ; and D. yakuba , Wilcoxon P = 3.4 × 10 −9 ; fig. 5 ). The general conclusion from our divergence results provides another line of evidence in support of the hypothesis that the fourth has experienced relaxed constraint as a result of its reduced levels of recombination and argue against positive selection acting during the divergences of these three species. This latter point is bolstered by a recent study between D. melanogaster and D. yakuba, which also found evidence for an increased rate of deleterious fixation within regions of low or no recombination (Haddrill et al. 2007 ).
Combining Polymorphism and Divergence Data Indicates a Reduced Role for Positive Selection
The combined use of polymorphism and divergence data has significantly contributed to increasing evidence that a surprisingly large proportion of fixed differences between Drosophila species has been driven by positive selection (Smith and Eyre-Walker 2002; Bierne and Eyre-Walker 2004; Sella et al. 2009 ). MK tests, and its derivatives used to estimate the proportion of amino acid substitutions driven to fixation by positive selection (α), have provided important methodological advancement toward quantifying these amounts. To date, studies have provided estimates of α that are roughly ∼0.45 for D. simulans and D. melanogaster, thus suggesting that ∼45% of amino acid substitutions between these species have been positively selected (Mcdonald and Kreitman 1991; Smith and Eyre-Walker 2002; Bierne and Eyre-Walker 2004; Welch 2006; Andolfatto 2007; Begun et al. 2007; Haddrill et al. 2008) . Variation in α estimates results from the particular method and outgroup used (Bierne and Eyre-Walker 2004) . Given our previous analyses providing a lack of evidence for positive selection and a reduced efficiency of purifying selection, α for the fourth chromosome should concordantly be lower than previous estimates as the samples have come from regions of higher recombination.
We have combined divergence and polymorphism data by carrying out MK tests on individual loci and also esti- 
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however, this number is expected given a false discovery rate of 5% (4.45).
Next, two different α estimates were computed for the subset of fourth chromosome loci that share the same outgroup species (Fay et al. 2001; Smith and Eyre-Walker 2002; Welch 2006; fig. 6 ). Our mean estimates of α were considerably lower than the previous estimates of ∼0.45 from D. melanogaster and D. simulans when using the methods of Fay et al. (2001) and Welch (2006) and often negative (though not significantly different than zero due to the large CIs). The negative mean α values could result from both sampling errors and violations of the assumptions on which the underlying models are based-that most mutations lie in the extreme tails (either strongly deleterious or strongly beneficial)-or that most mutations are neutral (Mcdonald and Kreitman 1991; Bierne and Eyre-Walker 2004) . Given the evidence in the above sections for ineffective selection acting along the fourth, these low estimates of alpha are consistent with a relaxation of selective constraint and likely reflect a higher frequency of deleterious substitutions.
The higher α estimates from autosomal and X chromosome data sets compared with our fourth chromosome data, although strongly suggestive could be further motivated by autosomal samples from the same populations from which we obtained our fourth chromosome loci, similar to what was recently done by Betancourt et al. (2009) . Arguing for a stable population size for D. americana, Betancourt et al. (2009) justified pooling samples and were thus able to employ a likelihood-based test for differences in α between fourth and nonfourth loci. In doing so, they also found a reduction in α for the fourth chromosome, thus providing evidence that the reduction in the efficacy of positive selection as a result of low levels of recombination exists outside of the D. melanogaster subgroup.
Conclusions
The Drosophila fourth chromosome's peculiar biology has made it an important model for several fundamental genetic phenomena (Riddle and Elgin 2006) . Here, we have focused on its status as a putatively nonrecombining chromosome and the potential effects that this has on its standing nucleotide variation and divergence. Regarding the presence of recombination, our results support it as being a historically important process for the fourth chromosomes of D. melanogaster, D. simulans , and D. yakuba. Although significantly reduced when compared with other regions of the genome that contain similar gene density, signatures of recombination are still detectable within our population genetic data. In particular, our data, and several other accounts, suggest that gene conversion is the predominant resolution of its recombination events (Jensen et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2002 Wang et al. , 2004 . These low levels of recombination combined with a significant conversion bias could explain the inability to identify recombination events using only physical markers. Additional cytological support for some form of recombination comes from recent work analyzing fixed and live oocytes in which heterochromatic DNA threads were found to form between homologous fourth chromosomes (and occasionally between the fourth and the X) during meiosis ). How the threads are resolved remains an open question; however, considering the frequency with which the threads were observed to form, considered together with infrequent crossing over, it is reasonable to suspect nonreciprocal exchanges.
By contrasting our sequence data from the fourth with data from regions of the genomes experiencing increased recombination rates, we have been able to test evolutionary predictions regarding recombination's role in either helping to efficiently fix beneficial mutations or efficiently remove deleterious ones. Our results provide striking evidence that the frequency of recombination is low enough to have rendered selection relatively inefficient. The signatures of relaxed constraint can be detected at the level of polymorphism (where there is an increased frequency of nonsynonymous mutations segregating), at the level of divergence (where coding regions have diverged more quickly), and when the two data sets are combined (where estimates of α, the proportion of nonsynonymous fixations driven by positive selection, is considerably lower). Although positive selection may be capable of driving some of these patterns, there is very little evidence from our data to evoke a nonneutral explanation; tests of the frequency spectrum, dN /dS, and MK tests do not lead to rejections of neutrality. Demographic effects could potentially influence these analyses, especially because regions with a low N e will be dominated by drift. However, the fact that there were no strong signatures of a bottleneck in our polymorphism data (no significantly positive Tajima's D estimates) and that the general conclusions held across all three species indicate that demographic influences are an unlikely explanation. Furthermore, similar results were recently reported for D. americana 's fourth, a distantly related species, suggesting a more general trend for inefficient selection along this chromosome (Betancourt et al. 2009 ). The overall lack of evidence for positive selection acting on the fourth and instead strong evidence for a reduction in the efficiency of selection for four Drosophila species points toward background selection as the primary force driving the lack of nucleotide diversity. Additional support for this claim comes from a recent theoretical adjustment to the background selection model, which accounts for multiple sites that are under relatively strong selection within regions of low recombination (Kaiser and Charlesworth 2008) . This modification results in levels of variability consistent with those observed for the fourth from the three species studied here as well as the fourth of D. americana (Kaiser and Charlesworth 2008; Betancourt et al. 2009 ).
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